6 FURLONGS. ( 1.07§ ) TOM FOOL H. Grade III. Purse $200,000 ( plus $5,200 Starters Bonus )
A HANDICAP FOR FOUR YEAR OLDS AND UPWARD. By subscription of $200 each which should
accompany the nominations; $1,000 to pass the entry box and an additional $1,000 to start. For horses not
EIGHTH RACE
originally nominated, a supplemental nomination payment of $2,000(along with the entry and starting fees)
may be made at any time prior to the publication of weights. The purse to be divided 55% to the owner
of the winner, 20% to second, 12% to third, 6% to fourth, 4% to fifth and 3% divided equally amongst the
MARCH 9, 2019
remaining finishers. A trophy will be presented to the winning owner. Closed Saturday, February 23, 2019
with 16 Nominations.
Value of Race: $205,200 Winner $110,000; second $43,000; third $25,200; fourth $12,600; fifth $8,400; sixth $3,000; seventh $3,000. Mutuel Pool
$482,334.00 Exacta Pool $313,428.00 Trifecta Pool $166,742.00 Superfecta Pool $86,238.00
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OFF AT 4:09 Start Good For All But BON RAISON. Won driving. Track fast.
TIME :21©, :44©, :56§, 1:08¨ ( :21.92, :44.83, :56.52, 1:08.77 )
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2 -DO SHARE
12.80
1 -LIFE IN SHAMBLES
5 -BAVARO
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B. g, (May), by Candy Ride-Arg - You Asked , by Yes It's True . Trainer Maker Michael J. Bred by Colts Neck Stables
LLC (Ky).

DO SHARE away without apparent mishap, took up the chase from path two, wedged between rivals until the five-sixteenths
marker, picked up interest tipping to the outside leaving that station, got driven five wide into the lane, shot past the long-time
battling three front runners and to the front end during the ensuing furlong, drew off smartly under good handling. LIFE IN
SHAMBLES saw the pilot take hold after taking an awkward initial step to the the right, was sighted pulling on the right afterwards
tracking the pace from along the inside route, got cued up for the drive home, angled four wide into the stretch, closed in willingly
to procure the place. BAVARO attained a prominent position in short order after brushing with BON RAISON as the field was sent
off and running, was in path three, pressing the issue as the widest of a trio all the way to the furlong grounds, proved no match once
the winner arrived on the scene, mustered up some courage in the last eighth to salvage the show. SKYLER'S SCRAMJET narrowly
broke in front, got guided over to the inside route, showed the way, hounded by a pair of oppoents positioned out in paths two and
three respectively for practiacally the entire opening half, was set down as the tussle spilled over into the stretch, kept up the fight
for another furlong before weakening. SYNDERGAARD was quickly set up in the two path after the start, was lightly hand urged
disputing the pace from between foes, was put to stronger handling once into the stretch, vied with willingness until deep into the
furlong grounds then backed away. BON RAISON pinched at the start, brought up the back of the pack, was hung out three to four
wide, the widest of all, on the turn, was put to a ride for the drive home, fanned out towards path seven during the initial portion
of the stretch, maintaining its status of being the widest of all, had no rally. FULLY VESTED broke open the gate, proceeded to
make some contact with BON RAISON in the shadow of the start, travelled three wide on the turn, got maneuvered into path six
after spinning into the stretch, retreated to last after never having any impact.
Owners- 1, Three Diamonds Farm; 2, M and A Racing LTD; 3, All In The Family Racing; 4, SJB Stable and Micozzi Marcello; 5, Fein Eric
McKenna Christopher Fein Harris Singh Guri and Walia Jerry; 6, Empire State Thoroughbreds; 7, Godolphin LLC
Trainers- 1, Maker Michael J; 2, Servis Jason; 3, Rice Linda; 4, Nevin Michelle; 5, Terranova John P II; 6, Martin Carlos F; 7, Albertrani
Thomas
$1 Daily Double (7-2) Paid $59.75 ; Daily Double Pool $51,864 .
$1 Pick Three (4-7-2) Paid $316.50 ; Pick Three Pool $73,051 .

